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1 Agenda 
TIME DESCRIPTION 

09:00 - 09:20 Introduction to the AI Safety Landscape initiative by Organizers –H. Espinoza (Commissariat a 
l’Energie Atomique) 

09:20 - 10:30 Session 1: Getting Consensus on Expected Landscape Results – Chair: J. Hernández-Orallo (Universitat 
Politècnica de València) 

  [Talk*] AI-Related Safety Initiatives: A Brief Survey, A. Banks (UK Defence Science and Technology 
Laboratory. 

  [Discussion] Towards an online, interactive knowledge base for AI Safety. Basic governance: working 
group, moderation, incentives for active participation. 

11:00 to 11:30 BREAK 

11:30 to 13:00 Session 2: The Need of Paradigm Change for AI Safety – Chair: S. Ó hÉigeartaigh (U. of Cambridge) 

 [Talk*] The DEEL (Dependable and Explainable Learning) Project, G. Flaudin (IRT-St Exupery) 

 [Talk*] Relationship of Human-Autonomy Teaming Patterns and Safety, D. Lange (Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Center Pacific) 

 [Discussion] What makes AI systems different? What are common and unique challenges? AI systems 
go beyond some other engineering systems (and software systems in particular) in many ways, 
especially in terms of how they are specified and built, and how they can change (or should change) 
with time. 

13:00 to 14:00 LUNCH TIME 

14:00 to 15:30 Session 3: AI Safety Foundations and Landscape Categories – Chair: M. Castillo-Effen (Lockheed 
Martin) 

 [Talk*] Validation of Safety Critical AI Systems, K. Julian (Stanford University) 

 [Talk*] Robust Machine Learning, D. Margineantu (Boeing) 

 [Discussion] Creating the basis for AI Safety Foundations and high-level Landscape Categories. 
Getting proper and sufficient multidisciplinary vision. Can we build upon existing taxonomies, or do 
we need to start from scratch? 

15:30 to 16:00 BREAK 

16:00 to 17:30 Session 4: Follow-up actions – Chair: Richard Mallah (Future of Life Institute) 

 [Discussion] Follow-up actions, way of working, and preparation of a short summary for the next day 
Landscape session (SafeAI workshop, Feb, 07, @AAAI). 

2 Meeting Context and Objectives 
The AI Safety Landscape intends to create a worldwide, consensus-based and generally accepted 
knowledge base (online, interactive and constantly evolving) of structured subareas in AI Safety, 
including terminology, available technologies, research gaps and opportunities, literature resources, 
people/groups working in the area, and connection with other subareas and disciplines. 

The first meeting workshop took place at the AISafety workshop (hosted by IJCAI-20) in Macau, China. 
Further information is available at https://www.ai-safety.org/ai-safety-landscape 

This Second Workshop had the following objectives: 

 We looked for consensus on expected landscape results. Towards an online, interactive 
knowledge base for AI Safety. Basic governance: working group, moderation, incentives for 
active participation. 

 Discuss the Need of Paradigm Change for AI Safety. What makes AI systems different? What 
are common and unique challenges?  

 Discuss AI Safety Landscape Categories. Creating the basis for AI Safety Foundations and high-
level Landscape Categories. Getting proper and sufficient multidisciplinary vision. Can we 
build upon existing taxonomies, or do we need to start from scratch?  

 Plan follow-up actions. 

https://www.ai-safety.org/ai-safety-landscape
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3 Session 1: Getting Consensus on Expected Landscape Results 
The following aspects were discussed (more notes can be found in the Appendix): 

 What’s for? 

 Basic principles derived to find steps and methodology, and tools to support… 

 Communities of potential users identified: AI / safety researchers (all levels), AI / 
safety engineers ( in industry), regulators and policy-makers, other stakeholders 
(media, laypeople). 

 We must determine the value of the landscape for each of them. 

 What is the expected “product” or artefact 

 Interactive tool that reconfigures based on the scenario (not clear if a wiki) 

 Think of the artefact as a guide (questions-centered?). Precursor of standardization 
efforts.  

 The artefact should have different parametrised lenses and entry points for different 
stakeholders 

 Focus on ontology and terminology mappings 

 How to get there? 

 Determine the boundaries and evolution (timelines and intermediate deliverables, 
think big, start small) 

4 Session 2: The Need of Paradigm Change for AI Safety 
The following aspects have been discussed (more notes can be found in the Appendix): 

 Should we add AGI to the landscape? 

 A range of AGI safety issues have analogs in present day systems (e.g. value alignment, 
explainability) that link them in important ways. 

 But AGI is still hypothetical. Some AGI safety issues are different from present-day 
system issues, and will not manifest practically until more powerful future systems are 
developed, so they may be less relevant to AI safety engineers and regulators in the 
near term. 

 What are the overlaps between subfields? 

 We should consider the way we validate, assure and approve systems with a lot of uncertainty 
(unknown unknowns) 

 Need to see the risk assessment from a different perspective (not as humans or usual 
approaches in safety engineering, but with a different paradigm: machine behaviour?)  

 Social sciences must play an important role in the Landscape. 

 Intelligence safety, trust,… 

 Complex systems interaction, psychology can help in complex interactions 

 Economics 

5 Session 3: AI Safety Foundations and Landscape Categories 
We discussed the proposed categories and how they could be refined (more notes can be found in the 
Appendix): 
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Among the main comments, we can summarize: 

• The top-level category should be generalized for any other related trustworthiness property, 
or split in more categories (Ethics a separate cathegory?). 

• Missing Policies and Governance. 

• Design and Implementation? 

• Architecture aspects (runtime monitoring a subgroup?) 

• System engineering practices as part of process aspects? 

• Machine-machine interaction? 

• Split Foundations in Theoretical aspects and Context + Risk assessment aspects? 

We will work in proposing a second version by listing bullets (what it convers) in each category. 

6 Session 4: Follow-up actions 
The main points were: 

 We collected inputs from participants 

 Are you willing to contribute and in which way? We have commitments for 
contributions of effort from individuals representing over a dozen organizations  

 How do you expect the Landscape to be useful for you? (value) 

 Likely pillar contributors include JHUAPL, DEEL, and AAIP 

 We planned an specification document to be released in a couple of months: 

 Basic governance, and sustainability proposal 

 Concrete form of the Landscape 

 Categories revisited 

 Next workshop in IJCAI 2020, Japan. 
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7 Action List 
No. Description When Who Status 

A1 Prepare a Summary for SafeAI Workshop 07.02.20 
H. Espinoza 

+ Chairs 
Done 

A2 Prepare Minutes 28.02.20 
H. Espinoza 

+ Chairs 
Draft 

A3 Prepare Draft of AI Safety Landscape “Specification” 15.03.20 Chairs  

A4  Define minimum Governance structure 30.03.20 Chairs  
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Appendix 

Notes from Session 1 (Getting Consensus) 
 

Group #1 (Secretary: Seán Ó hÉigeartaigh) 

 What is it for? 
 What’s the product that we aim at? 
 How to get there? 
 Timelines? 

 
What is it for? 

 Used by research engineers as they go about daily work? Is it didactic? 
 Challenge of having 1 size fits all - engineer and researcher would have different view of 

landscape 
 Richard: Interactive tool that reconfigures based on the scenario 
 Possible use case: Research engineering on a powerful system with some level of autonomy - 

uncertainties on what it can do. Not many guides on how to systematically reduce the risks it 
can puse. 

 
 Basic principles derived to find steps and methodology, and tools to support you 
 Define basic questions that we try to answer to prove system is safe? Questions might be same 

whatever the technology, but need to translate to real AI questions related to different AI 
technologies. 

 Build something to support the AI engineer in answering these questions 
 Analogy: visitor to New York - different visitor will ask guide for different things. (Contain 

pointers to where you need to go for the info) 
 Rachel: from the research side: list of relatively short questions about safety that research 

engineers could answer (is system corrigible; what’s the worst case scenario for adversarial 
inputs?). Would the same document work? The research version would need to be short and 
direct. 

 Like same underlying principles, but presenting differently for different audiences. 
 (Side: is it fair for research papers to have to make case for it to be safe?) 
 Rachel: unit tests for safety (but currently don’t have infrastructure). 
 John: wouldn’t expect formal proofs, expectation for this gone down with deep learning etc. 

Can we actually give nice guarantees to algorithm, not just the application of the algorithm? 
 Rob: Map between building blocks and safety engineering. Use blocks, map to standards and 

research papers.  
 Perhaps also map to tests 

 For AI researchers and AI engineers, as well as safety engineers, and third side = regulatory 
side. Regulators need to understand what sorts of expectations are reasonable. 

 Can’t have a one size fits all for different communities, but same perhaps true for different 
types of AI systems 

 Certification needs to change 
 Level of detail of the questions - how generic? 
 Hierarchy of questions? 

 At some sublevel questions will need to be adapted to the technics of the system 
 General questions 

 Put two systems together, what is interaction? 
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 What is worst case for e.g. input 
 Not trying to replicate material that is out there 
 Questions need to be at enough of a level to point people to the right materials 
 Landscape will need to be always changing. 
 Hierarchies can go in two directions 
 How would we decide what gets into it? 
 Rachel: Web portal: series of high-level questions - short (for researchers); link to papers or 

detailed descriptions. 
 
Group #2 (Secretary: Gopal Sarma) 

What/who is it for? 
 

 AI safety researchers, AI researchers, domain experts, and regulators.  
 Is this a precursor body of knowledge that leads towards something more precise?   

 
What’s the product that we’re aiming for? 
 

 Knowledge graph?  Ensuring usability. Too dense a graph can be difficult to use.   
 Example: FAA Overarching Properties. They’ve made an attempt to keep things 

succinct.  
 Defining terminology.  

 
How should we get there? 

  

 
Timelines 

 Danger of overoptimization or letting the boundaries be too wide 
 Certain areas have urgent needs; others are still emerging 

 
What is the value? What is the impact?  
 

 Motivating AI / AI safety researchers to do their work differently; will be cited in the research 
literature 

 A precursor to specific standards and regulations 
 Our job is done when standards bodies take it over 

 

Notes Session 2 (Need for Paradigm Change) 
 
Group #1 (Secretary: Seán Ó hÉigeartaigh) 

Should we include AGI safety in the landscape? 
 
Arguments for 

 Incorporating long-term perspective doesn’t cost a lot, because there isn’t so much literature. 
Good literature reviews exist.  

 It would have diplomacy value between groups working on these different topics 
 AGI challenge will require long-term work, so we should start earlier 
 For the problems that will extend, allying terminology is useful. But is it useful to discuss 

problems that won’t come up in the future? 
 AI long-term community can sometimes come up with things that turn out to be relevant to 

the short-term. 
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 And vice versa - software verification will be relevant to long-term AI safety 
 There may be more overlap than we realise 
 Including AGI safety could help to legitimise AGI safety 
 Maybe it’s necessary to consider the weird possibilities 

 
Arguments against 

 Some problems with future systems won’t exist or make sense until future systems developed 
 Combining Safety engineering; AI research +building AI; and AGI safety might not all make 

sense together within one landscape 
 Some AGI safety issues are perceived as 'weird' or speculative by researchers working on 

contemporary issues. Therefore a heavy focus on these issues could run the risk of 
'delegitimising' present day AI safety research with some audiences. 

 
General challenges 

 Many problems we have now will extend to future case 
 Some future-case problems will only occur in future, and don’t have present-day analogs 
 Does AI need to be built from the ground up to be safe; or can it be patched as it goes along? 
 Security should be included as well as safety 
 Suggestion: 2 pager - Page 1 = overview of AGI safety, links to literature view/ page 2 = 

differentiating issues that have clear analogs or links to present day challenges, and 
issues that will only manifest (and only make sense to think about) with more advanced 
future systems. 

 What are the overlaps between subfields? 
 Perspectives on research on AI and AGI for the DOD; JASON group. 
 Sensible place to include AI forecasting literature 
 What is explicitly new in what we are adding 

 

Notes Session 3 (AI Safety Categories) 
 
Group #1 (Secretary: Gopal Sarma) 

1. AI Safety Foundations 

a. Robustness to Distributional Shift  

2. Specification and Modeling 

3. Verification and Validation 

a. Robustness to Distributional Shift  

4. Runtime Modeling and Enforcement  

a. Robustness to Distributional Shift  

5. Human-Machine Interaction 

6. Process Assurance and Certification 

7. Safety-Related Ethics, Security, and Privacy 

 
Aryeh:  

 Does not like the bundling of category 7. Says that security should be a separate thing. 
 Distinguish issues from approaches to solving them?   
 Should we include governance?   
 Best practices and systems engineering?   
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Dragos: 

 The entire community needs to understand the two different types of uncertainty  
 Can we create this taxonomy without keeping in mind the real-world decision systems that we 

are building and deploying in the real world?  Maintaining a decision-agent perspective.   
 

  


